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The Bible in Contemporary Society
Today, visuality is at the very centre of digital culture. Contemporary society has a love affair with all things visual: all manner of flashing screens; the vocabulary and syntax of the emoji; the ubiquity of video; the culture of the selfie. But we are not moving into a visual age -we never left the visual age. Humanity self-organises as a visual being. Thomas Mitchell defined visual culture as "the visual construction of the social, not just the social construction of the visual". 4 In an information age, where pictures paint a billion pixels, whole libraries exist of websites, journal papers, monographs, and textbooks telling us how to maximise the impact of the visual to aid human perception, or how to manipulate the human mind, which tends to improvises what it 'sees' in any case. 5 Digital (visual) culture can seem to provide us with all the power. We become the warders in Bentham's panopticon, surveilling all that we see and projecting power and domination over our visual empire. But visual culture turns the tables on us. Like Derrida embarrassed by his cat's apparent observation of his naked body in L'animal que donc je suis, we increasingly find ourselves the object of the image's gaze: 6 images look back at us…the eidolon talks back to us, gives orders, demands sacrifices…why vision is never a one way street…why the question to ask about images in not just what they mean, or what they do? But what is the secret of their vitality -and what do they want? 7 It is an image that we find in the Bible itself. We not only read the Bible, it reads us. In James 1:23-4, the author points to the stupidity of those who "look in the mirror but, when they walk away, immediately forget what they look like" and then praises those "who look intently and persistently into ("stoop over") the perfect law". The student's gaze, their meditation upon the text (Psalm 119), their stooping over the text as mirror brings self-perception, enlightenment and practical benefit -an image not uncommon in the Christian tradition (Augustine, Aquinas, Erasmus, Wesley…). But it establishes an image of studious reading that could only have been accessible to a few people for most of Christian history. The Church, and perhaps especially reformed evangelical Protestant expressions of it, tend to down play the visuality of the Bible -words seem so much more important than a mediated/mediatized Bible. So, the research into contemporary biblical literacy can become a logocentric exercise in tracking who reads the Bible. 8 Clive Field has magisterially demonstrated, in figures borne out in CODEC's own surveys and research, that biblical literacy (of the reading variety) is in decline in the UK, and probably in most of the Global North -although the latest Barna/ABS study suggests a halt in decline in the United States. 9 The evidence from such surveys is that although people have Bibles on their bookshelves, they tend to be gathering dust. Although most people, perhaps for the first time in history, could read a Bible, they don't seem to have a huge desire to do so. Katie Edward's work on culturally embedded biblical literacy argues that biblical literacy is not dead, at least not as a mediated text. 10 Films, songs, theatre, art, sculpture, even architecture and advertising carry echoes , afterlives of the Bible. We are reminded of Lady Gaga's constant twisting of biblical imagery, of David Bowie's "Lazarus", of Darren Aronofsky's Noah -a film he referred to as the most unbiblical biblical epic ever! Even playful rebellion against the Bible, in parody or vitriol, seen from the mystery plays to Monty Python and Eddie Izzard, somehow works to reinforce the power that the Bible has within our society. But as Christendom continues to crumble, perhaps even this culturally embedded, mediated Bible may dissipate, overtaken by different cultural texts.
Field notes not just the decline in Bible reading, but also the growth of increasingly negative attitudes towards the Bible, arguing that we are in the long tail decline of the influence of the bible in contemporary society, very much in the after-burn of the Reformation and of the Evangelical Revival. However, some recent surveys may suggest a shift in attitudes towards the Bible in terms of negativity if not indifference. In a recent CODEC survey among digital millennials, conducted by ComRes, when presented with a list of positive and negative words/phrases associated with the Bible, most of the respondents replied "don't know" -in line with our sense that there is a general indifference towards the Bible among digital millennials. But four of the top five other responses were positive, 11 in stark contrast to Field's findings, in which he points to a whole host of polls in which the Bible is seen as "difficult" (55%), "boring" (22%) and "insignificant", indeed "less important than a daily newspaper". 12
Bibles under glass/on screen
Some argue that engaging with the Bible through glass/on screens is changing the way that we both engage with and absorb the text. 13 Digital engagement gives less context for our reading and readers cannot flip through the whole book and crossreference different passages or make use of the kind of tactile and photographic reading strategies which book readers do subconsciously. Under glass, you can search for verses, books, people. You can change between books in a moment (or Contemporary Religion, 29:3 (2014) The questions arise in different forms of scholarship: biblical (Jeff Siker), digital (Naomi Baron), sociological (Nicholas Carr and Sherry Turkle). 15 Current neural patterning experiments tend to affirm that reading texts under glass stimulates different parts of the brain than when reading material texts. So, Naomi Baron's questioning of the fate of reading in a digital world needs to be taken seriously. Moreover, research about the impact of mobile devices and laptops on learning has led to some elite institutions raising concerns about screen-reading's impact on comprehension in and out of class. 16 Of course, digital culture changes not just our reading patterns but also the way we think. Katherine Hayles' research demonstrates the human capacity to automate aspects of our lives in order to free up neural capacity for higher cognition -the use of muscle memory or subconscious programming of necessary actions like breathing and blood circulation. Taking this further, Cory Doctorow has explored how we use digital media as a form of outboard brain -outsourcing data to be retrieved at leisure later, freeing up much needed neural capacity. 17 But does such outsourcing limit our cognitive capacity to engage with such external memories on a subconscious level? Neurons are good but they cannot connect with hard drives yet. Do we still remember and engage with what we outsource? Is that information easily re-embedded within our own internal processing? If our Bible is outsourced, are we less biblical people? The answer may well be a shift back to and a re-embracing of the mediated nature of the Bible rather than to keep it under glass. Do we need to explore more embedded, material, creative ways to engage in both The Codex Sinaiticus Project is an international collaboration to reunite the entire manuscript in digital form and make it accessible to a global audience for the first time. Drawing on the expertise of leading scholars, conservators and curators, the Project gives everyone the opportunity to connect directly with this famous manuscript.
The website invites viewers to see the surviving text of the manuscript with transcription and, where possible, translation. The image can be magnified to give better access to diacritical marks on the page and even the lighting of the page can be changed. Of course, the digitization of the manuscripts has opened up that which was once privileged information. A new generation of researchers is given access to rare documents and the number of PhDs involving manuscript details rose in corresponding manner.
However, digital texts cannot be handled, manipulated, examined as physical artefacts. There are also questions about whether digital manuscripts are as permanent as facsimiles or even the originals. What happens when funding goes or when technology changes? Perhaps we already need to be looking at the local production of high-resolution facsimiles rather than centralized digital manuscripts?
Wave 2: an example: Bible Apps
Wave 2 moves from the digitization of manuscripts through to born digital tools, data analysis and automated data collection processes (distant reading). The three main Bible engagement programmes are good examples of this -Youversion offers app-based Bible engagement which also offers social media sharing and community Bible plans; BibleGateway offers a web-centred search engine with additional elements of devotional reading and Bible tools; Logos provides a more commercial license-based product which adds lots of supplementary modules to engage with the Bible in many different ways. There are, of course, many others. The research output of Tim Hutchings, Pauline Cheong, Heidi Campbell, Stephen Garner, and Jeff Siker, among others, has picked up the various issues relating to the interaction between the Bible/religion and the digital age. 21 Let's focus on Youversion, with its 200m+ downloads. Those behind the app see the impact of the app as directly theological:
God is near, and so is His Word. As you wake up. While you wait. When you meet a friend. Before you go to sleep. When the Bible is always with you, it becomes a part of your daily life.
The focus of their business model, as with the other Bible programmes, is to have a transformational impact on those who engage with their products. So, Youversion is keen to develop ways for users to engage with one another, to be encouraged to read more of the Bible, but also to engage actively in highlighting texts and sharing those texts within their social media circles. All of this activity seeks to share more widely the transformational impact.
But what kind of Bible ends up in the public domain? What bits of the Bible are being shared and does this shared Bible create a kind of digital canon?
CODEC has collated over a dozen lists of the most tweeted Bible verses across a number of years produced by Youversion and other digital Bible providers. The resulting grid shows a gradual shift over time from broadly propositional texts to broadly therapeutic texts increasing in use. That kind of shift has been noted previously by both theologians and sociologists: Lindbeck's concept of a shift from propositions to experience; Grace Davie's shift from formal theology to informal spirituality; and, of course, Linda Woodhead's concept of the spiritual turn. 22 In turn, a number of enthnographers of youth culture, have noted a shift among Digital Millennials towards a more therapeutic focus on life known in the States as moralistic therapeutic deism (MTD) 23 or in the UK/Australasia the happy midi-narrative (HmN). 24 Both construals argue that young people are attracted more towards a therapeutic approach to religion than to a propositional approach.
Our findings are that these sociological shifts are evidenced within social media sharing of Bible verses across the different lists. However, we also think that the effect is amplified by the (therapeutically inclined) ethos of social media itselftherapy is social media clickbait. So, the sociological shift matches the affordances of the media in which Youversion communicates to focus even more attention on the therapeutic aspect of the Bible.
So Wave 2 is about taking digital data, often derived from a digital application, and analyzing both data and technology. The mix between automatic collation of data, computerized collation, what we might call distant reading, is matched with human interpretation of data, making use of the skills of human research in doing the close reading, the exegesis, of information.
Wave 3: some hints for future research
Wave 3 reflects the more recent turn to computational analysis and coding. How do we develop new ways of engaging information in digitally native ways? This is a kind of experimental lab, the playground for tech enthusiasts and academics alikepreferably together. So, one of BibleGateway's key analysts, Stephen Smith, has his own website exploring the data which he draws from BibleGateway's users: http://openbible.info, especially the section which Smith calls "Labs".
Similarly, at Durham, we can create our own lab -making use of the university's links to IBM's Watson with its suite of AI-like applications that you wouldn't normally link to Biblical Studies. One of these tools performs sentiment analysis on texts. Stephen Smith did this for the whole Bible and produced a pleasing pictorial output. In turn, we explored a much smaller corpus, John's Gospel. In this experimental research, we realized how much the algorithms were trained for marketing purposes rather than Biblical hermeneutics. Proper research in this area would need further development of the technology before we could be certain of the results.
If we had time, we could dream about developing Frank Moretti's groundbreaking work on node and network analysis of Shakespearean dialogue. What would it mean to develop a similar network-node analysis for the Synoptics or for John or the Acts of the Apostles? I have a hunch that each Gospel would reflect a different set of relationships -but would we find the pattern of the inner circle of Peter, James and John, would we find Judas off to one side? What light would new tools shine upon the biblical text? Indeed, bloggers on 'Quid' have done some of their own visual mapping of the Bible… https://quid.com/feed/decoding-the-bible
Conclusion

